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Why e-mail me about this one alleged lie when you have claimed I have made
so many? What makes this claim any different from your other claims? Why
e-mail me at all? Why not keep it to csma? I truly am curious.
As far as winning or losing an argument, to keep the question from being
at all important I have updated my comparisons. The question of the old
ones really does not matter to me. Recently I have even posted a thread
entitled "Pricing a computer". In it I describe some specific needs and
state what the price I can get a Mac for. I would love to have you price
a comparable Win system that would be cheaper than the Mac - my customer
would actually prefer it. This would allow you to "win" by showing the
cheaper Windows machine, and allow me to "win" by learning and being able
to help my customer better. Please feel free to do this in csma - post it
there for everyone to see. Show that a comparable Windows system is
cheaper and better - I would appreciate it, even though it would be a
"loss" if you want to look at it that way.
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On Mar 24, 2004, at 5:33 PM, Steve Mackay wrote:
Why are you lying about the Exiff data? Do you desperately need to win
an argument that bad?
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